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The COMBOSCALE is the
weight measurement that
makes your job easy and your
work efficient!

Description
The COMBOSCALE 100 and 200 are weight
measuring instruments specially designed
for measuring composite panels. They are
particularly suitable for panels that are 4 ft
(1200 mm) high and between 1 ft and 12 ft
long.
Other sizes can be measured and, if they
exceed 4 ft in height, a special version of the
COMBOSCALE is available to accommodate
these larger panels.
What makes this scale so attractive is its
touch screen interface which not only
displays the measurements in real time
with the max and min but also freezes a
measurement and makes a continuous
recording.

Delivered with the TESTLOOPPROBE
application!
With the TESTLOOPPROBE application, you can
view the weight in real time, display the minimum
and maximum values and freeze a measurement
for reference. All the parameters to make an
accurate reading are available.

This interface using TESTLOOPPROBE
brings, in addition, a connectivity advantage
as it connects to TESTLOOPSERVER for
automatic data exchange, without user
intervention.
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Features
Simplified Calibration / Certification
The COMBOSCALE 100 and 200 have been designed to be
calibrated in a simple and efficient way. Although weights
can be used, a load cell can be mounted and, with the
integrated tensioner, it is easy to apply and compare loads.
The validity of the measurements is assured!
The COMBOSCALE exceeds
expectations in terms of weight
measurement. A lot of details
have been integrated such as a
vertical handling with a slight slope,
a safety latch, a dynamic touch
screen display, insertion rollers and,
above all, an integrated calibration
mechanism that will not only ensure
the safety of your users but also
the accuracy and validity of your
measurements.
Moreover, the COMBOSCALE takes
up little space and, important detail,
the reading of the values is directly
aligned with the operator.

Panel retention
A slight slope has been introduced into
the frame so that the panel stands on its
own. In addition, a simple latch system
allows the panel to stay in place so that it
does not fall on the user.

Safety latch
Automatic safety
latch to retain the
panel.
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Features

Easy and varied insertion
The panel can be slid from side to
side with the built-in rollers or loaded
directly from the front, and the latch
will hold it securely in place for safe and
easy use.

The various ways of loading the
panels into the COMBOSCALE
make the task of your users
easier and safer. An easy job is
always a job well done. There
is nothing ordinary about the
COMBOSCALE.
All you have to do is choose
your capacity, either 100 kg or
200 kg.

The COMBOSCALE offers a resolution
and accuracy that ensures good
measurements, whether it is the 100 kg
or 200 kg model. For more robustness,
the 200 kg is recommended.
Moreover, the management of the
measurement units is completely at
your disposal. By clicking on the units
symbol, you can choose from the list of
kg, lbs, oz or g. If yours is missing, ask
for it.
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Touch screen
All new intuitive and
modern interface.

Specifications
Capacity

100 kg | 200kg

Resolution of the reading

0.001 kg for both versions

Reading speed

From 7.5 readings/second to 3840 readings/second

Overall width

900 mm (36 po)

Overall depth

445 mm (17.5 po)

Overall height

1 725 mm (67.5 po)

Weight

43 kg (95 lbs)

Interface

7” touch screen with data viewing and parameterization

Power supply

85 Vac à 250 Vac, 1 A max

TESTLOOPSERVER
COMBOSCALE is compatible with
TESTLOOPSERVER. View the data
and export reports relevant to your
business.
LAPTOP

Network
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MAXIMAZING
YOUR TESTING POTENTIAL
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